LMU-TAU Research Cooperation Program
2024 Calls for Applications

Visiting Professorships at LMU Munich

As part of the Academic Cooperation Program with Tel Aviv University (TAU), the Ludwig-Maximilians-Universität München (LMU) offers visiting professorships to TAU faculty. The professorships are open to all tenure and tenure-track TAU faculty working in research fields, which are also represented at LMU. The duration of each professorship is flexible; it may vary from 3 to 12 months depending on individual needs and interests.

Visiting professors will be given the opportunity to dedicate their time largely to their own research projects and to collaborative projects with LMU faculty. They will be asked to present their current research projects in Munich within LMU-TAU lecture series. Depending on the length of the stay, visiting professors are encouraged to contribute to teaching by means of one of the following options:

- Teaching or co-teaching a class of graduate or postgraduate students;
- Participating in an LMU-TAU workshop;
- Giving a lecture.
- Financial means for inviting doctoral students or colleagues from TAU will be available;

The fellowship, travel expenses and research resources for the visiting professor will be covered by LMU up to € 100,000. Research costs are expenses contributing to the development of the joint cooperation between LMU and TAU. For instance, hospitality costs at conferences or employment of students' assistants to support the visiting professor.

The selection committee will assess applications based on the following:
- Proof of contact with a research partner at LMU
- Letter of invitation from Department Chair at LMU
- Project and course description (2-3 pages)
- Curriculum vitae and list of publications
- Preferred period of stay in 2024 (you are welcome to give more than one option)
- Preferences regarding offering a seminar, workshop, or lecture at LMU.
*Final decision will be made by LMU committee members.

Deadline for submission: 15 October 2023
Priority will be given to faculty members who can demonstrate the relevance of LMU to their research endeavors and/or those who have established partnerships with scholars at LMU.

To apply: Please use the following link: Visiting Professorship Applications

For questions regarding the LMU- TAU Research Cooperation program: Michal Linder
intlprojects@tauex.tau.ac.il